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Advisor Khan takes stock of progress of works at GCET Jammu hosts webinars to
Multipurpose Indoor Sports Hall Polo Ground
celebrate Engineers' Day
 STATE TIMES NEWS

SRINAGAR: Advisor to
Lieutenant
Governor,
Farooq Khan on Wednesday
took stock of progress of
works at Multipurpose
Indoor Sports Hall Polo
Ground.
Advisor Khan inspected
various sections of the
sports facility and had a
firsthand stock of the ongoing works there.
On the occasion, he
enquired about the sports
courts and the type of
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Advisor, Farooq Khan posing with volleyball players and other officials.
sports among other categories of indoor sports
which would be played at

J&K youth scripting
history: Randhawa

Former MLC, Ch. Vikram Randhawa felicitating JEE
Mains topper.
 STATE TIMES NEWS

JAMMU: The youth of Jammu
and Kashmir are scripting history in academic excellence by
securing highest ever percentage in various competitive
exams conducted by the various
agencies.
It was stated by former
Member Legislative Council
(MLC),
Ch.
Vikram
Randhawa, while felicitating
JEE Mains toppers Aryan
Gupta who had secured 99.77
per cent and Arnav Byotra who
had secured 99.71 per cent in
the results of declared recently.
He said that the youth of
Jammu and Kashmir can
become icon for entire nation
provide peace prevails.
He said that the Bhartiya
Janta Party (BJP) led by
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
and Amit Shah as Home
Minister has ensured establishment of peace in Jammu and
Kashmir.
He said that whatever steps
had been taken by the Centre in
the past was to ensure peace
and stability in Jammu and
Kashmir which has started
yielding results.
He said that BJP is committed to provide conducive atmosphere to the youth of Jammu

and Kashmir so that they may
shine more and more in such
competitive exams which will
ensure better future for them.
He said that the toppers of
various exams become role
models for others who then
work hard to crack such competitive exams.
He said earlier youth from
Jammu was forced to go Delhi,
Kota or elsewhere for coaching
of various competitive exams as
turmoil has left the J&K high
and dry even in education sector. He further said that as now
the peace is prevailing more
and more coaching institutes
would come here and our youth
will obtain quality coaching
here in Jammu.
Randhawa expressed his hope
that these toppers would definitely crack JEE Advance with
good percentage and sooner
would join reputed IITs of the
country.
He also congratulated all
those who have recently
cracked JEE Mains and
wished good luck to those
preparing for JEE Advance.
Those present on the occasion
include Mohan Lal Gupta
(Purav
RSS
Zilla
Sanghchalak), Kulveer Charak
and Vishawdeep Gupta.

Vijay greets Jammu cricket
president Vinod
 STATE TIMES NEWS

JAMMU: Losing candidate in a straight
contest in the just held Jammu District
Cricket Association, Vijay Saberwal of
Luxmi Cricket Club congratulated Vinod
Sharma on becoming president for the
district body.
He also appreciated the JKCA Chief
Executive Officer (CEO) for conducting
historical district cricket association elections and
extended his good wishes to the entire team led by president and former Ranji cricketer, Vinod Sharma.
Vijay Saberwal also thanked all the 23 cricket clubs of
Jammu for their cooperation and participation in the
election process.

DYSS holds Kho-Kho trials at Satwari

ZPEO Satwari interacting with players taking part in selection trials at Satwari Cantonment grounds, Jammu.
 STATE TIMES NEWS

JAMMU: Department of Youth Services and Sports (DYSS),
Zone Satwari Cantonment on Wednesday organised selection
trials in the disciplines of kho-kho at Government High School
Jammu Cantonment grounds, here. The kho-kho trials took
place in the third day of the selection process that took place
under the guidance of Zonal Physical Education Officer
(ZPEO) Satwari, Satwinder Kour and overall supervision of
District Officer (DYSS), Sukhdev Raj Sharma. About 70 young
boys turned up for the trials conducted by the technical panel.
The technical panel in today's trials comprised of Hardev
Singh, Rajesh, Gurpreet Kour, Reema Shatri, Bajinder
Kour,Maveen Akhter, Sunita, Ravinder Singh, Amit Kour,
Harvinder Sodhi, Vishal, Jaswinder, Amandeep Kour
Gurbachan, Pushpinder, Animaka, Kiran and Karan.

GGM Science College organises
inter collegiate quiz
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JAMMU: GGM Science College organized inter collegiate quiz on
World Ozone Day 2020 under patronage of Principal Dr.
Ravender Tickoo and supervision of NSS PO Dr. Deepali
Mahajan with theme '32 years and healing Protect the Ozone
layer'.
The link for quiz opened at 11:00 AM and was closed at 2:00 PM
and e-certificates were given to those who got 70 per cent and
above. In all, 319 students across the UT of J&K and Ladakh
from different colleges and universities participated in the quiz.

the hall.
He directed the concerned
executing agency to pace up
the remaining works at the
sports hall so that the facility would be dedicated to the
sports persons and other
players at the earliest.
The Advisor was accompanied by Secretary J&K
Sports Council (JKSC),
Naseem Choudhary and
others concerned.
Secretary JKSC briefed
the Advisor that the sports
hall would provide facilities
for playing many indoor
games
like
Judo,
Badminton, Martial Arts
and Table Tennis. The
Indoor hall is being executed by the Jammu and
Kashmir Sports Council at

a total cost of five crore
rupees.
Advisor Khan also inspected the nearby Football,
Hockey and Rugby fields
and was told that synthetic
turfs are being laid at
Hockey field and other renovation works would be executed soon for Football field
as well as Rugby field.
Later, the Advisor also
witnessed a practice volleyball match and also interacted with the volleyball
players who come from different districts of Kashmir
valley for practicing the
game at the facility.
The players also thanked
the Advisor for the construction of Indoor Sports
Hall in a record time.

JAMMU: Government College
of Engineering and Technology
(GCET), celebrated 53rd
Engineers' Day by conducting
a series of Webinars. The Day is
celebrated to commemorate the
birth anniversary of the greatest engineer of India "Bharat
Ratna, Sir Mokshagundam
Visvesvaraya".
The Webinars were conducted
under the guidance and support of the Principal Dr.
Sameru Sharma.
The webinars were attended
by around 350 participants
comprising students and faculty of various engineering institutes and organizations besides
GCET Jammu & UIET
Chandigarh and was a grand
success.
Dr. Sameru Sharma congratulated the organizing & coordinating teams for successfully
conducting the webinars and
appreciated the enthusiasm
shown by the students in celebrating the Engineer's Day.
She further added that all the
learning sessions conducted
during the day were on the
emerging areas and technologies which were very interactive and would benefit the stu-

dent community the most.
During the day-long event,
the Computer Engineering
Department of GCET, Jammu
organised a Webinar on
"Blockchain Technology" in
collaboration with UIET
Chandigarh, under Twinning
Initiatives of TEQIP III, to
familiarize the faculty and students with the thrust area .
Dr. Mani Madhukar from
IBM was the keynote speaker.
He imparted knowledge on
Blockchain- Internet of Trust.
He discussed the importance
and application of Blockchain
Technology
in
various
Industries and sectors to run
business in a better way
through trusted connections.
He also briefed on the benefits
of adopting Blockchain technology in the Banking sector
for improving upon movement
of funds and cross border payments. He threw light on Public
and
private
permission
blockchain, Blockchain enabler
technologies -Tradelens and
World wire as well as
Hyperledger - a Linux foundation project. The webinar was
coordinated by Er. Sheetal
Gandotra & Dr. Jyoti Mahajan,
Associate Professors GCET,

Jammu besides Dr. Mandeep
Kaur & Dr. Roopali Garg faculty from UIET Chandigarh.
Another Webinar was organised by the Electronics and
Communication Engineering
Department on " Big Data
Analytic Applications using
IOT in Real Life" .
Dr Mansaf Alam, Associate
Professor at Jamia Millia
Islamia, Delhi was the
Resource person.
He explained the role of
nature inspired algorithms in
data processing and Inter-relation between IOT, Block chain,
Artificial Intelligence and how
these form Technological
description. Computational
analysis using latest trends in
machine learning , computer
vision, natural language processing, applied statistics, signal processing, image processing etc. were also part of discussion. Participants were also
briefed about the latest tools
used in data analytics.
The
Webinar
was
Coordinated by Dr. Ajay Abrol
& Er. Harinder Dhingra
Associate Professors besides
Er. Rasmeet Kour Assistant
Professor from ECE department GCET, Jammu.

GCW Gandhi
Nagar conducts 'Fit
India Movement'
online campaign
 STATE TIMES NEWS

JAMMU: NCC Cadets of 1
J&K Girls Bn. and 1 J&K
Naval Unit of Govt. PG
College
for
Women,
Gandhi Nagar, conducted
an online awareness campaign on 'Fit India'.
In this awareness programme, various activities
like cycling, skipping,
dancing, cooking, cleaning, traditional games,
etc. were conducted.
Cadets also performed
yoga and exercises for fitness at home and fitness
with
family.
Cadets
attended a webinar for fit
India movement.
The online awareness
programme was conducted
under the guidance of
ANO, Lt. Dr. Revika
Arora and Sub. Lt. Dr.
Neelima.
Principal of the college,
Dr.
Sangita
Nagari
appreciated the enthusiasm of the cadets and
motivated them to play a
vital role in the constructive process of encouraging people to remain fit
and healthy.

